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Short Description

GxL Silk Obi Belt These beautiful fully reversible silk OBI belts are a contemporary take on the
traditional Japanese Obi. Each belt is hand cut and the pattern piece is individually placed on a
specific section of a range of Cinthia Sifa Mulanga’s artworks. This makes each belt individual,
personal and unique. On the reverse side the print has a different image and colour palette in
contrast to the front. These exceptional collectors pieces are made in limited editions and make for
great gifts too. One size fits all Pictured: Removable label and wash care with hand stitched finishes.
Fabric: 100% Silk Wash Care: Hand wash in cold water / dry clean. Light cool iron with cloth only. Price:
R2250 (Including VAT) Kindly note this item is available for pre-order with an expected shipping
delivery in 7 weeks. We’ll be in touch.

Description

GxL Silk Obi Belt 

These beautiful fully reversible silk OBI belts are a contemporary take on the traditional Japanese Obi.
Each belt is hand cut and the pattern piece is individually placed on a specific section of a range of
Cinthia Sifa Mulanga’s artworks. This makes each belt individual, personal and unique. On the reverse
side the print has a different image and colour palette in contrast to the front. 

These exceptional collectors pieces are made in limited editions and make for great gifts too. 

One size fits all 

Pictured: Removable label and wash care with hand stitched finishes.

Fabric: 100% Silk 

Wash Care: Hand wash in cold water / dry clean. Light cool iron with cloth only.

Price: R2250 (Including VAT)

Kindly note this item is available for pre-order with an expected shipping delivery in 7 weeks.
We’ll be in touch.

Additional Information

Medium 100 % Silk

Artist Cinthia Sifa Mulanga




